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Overview

► What is the Purpose of this Setup Guide?

► What Eval and SOM Hardware is Covered?

► Establish an IP Connection with your TRx Board

► Install the MATLAB Board Support Packages

► Streaming with Simulink

▪ Loopback Example using FPGA to generate the TX signal

▪ Loopback Example using Simulink Source to generate the TX signal

► Streaming with MATLAB

▪ Loopback Example using FPGA to generate the TX signal

▪ Loopback Example using MATLAB Source to generate the TX signal

▪ Installing Command Line GIT for MATLAB

► EVM Example with MATLAB
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Purpose of this Setup Guide

► There is a wiki.analog guide that will always be the most up to date

▪ To begin, please review:
▪ https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/MATLAB_bsp

► Also, it is highly recommended to read chapter 5 of “Software 

Defined Radio for Engineers”
▪ https://www.analog.com/en/education/education-library/software-defined-radio-for-engineers.html

► This presentation is only to assist you in getting started by going 

through the process step by step.

► All this was written around the date located on the title slide.  So 

things may have changed!

▪ Please use the above wiki site as the primary reference
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https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/MATLAB_bsp
https://www.analog.com/en/education/education-library/software-defined-radio-for-engineers.html


What Hardware is Supported?

► The latest hardware that is 
supported can be found here:
▪ https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/MATLAB_bsp

► When this document was written, 
those boards included

► Streaming vs. Targeting:

▪ Streaming is just sending info to and 
from the transceivers.  

▪ Transceiver parameters (i.e. LO, or gain, 
filter configuration, sample rate, etc.) can 
be modified.

▪ But no changes to the FPGA. 

▪ Targeting is changing the FPGA code 
to implement custom algorithms (i.e. 
decimation, filtering, carrier recovery, 
etc.).  
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https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/MATLAB_bsp


Establish an IP Connection with Your Board
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Establish an IP Connection with Your Board

► There are many guides and wikis available to establish a connection, via IP address, to your 

Analog Devices AD936x/AD937x/ADRV900x boards.

▪ Best resources are the wiki.analog sites.  Such as:

▪ ADRV9009:  https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/adrv9009/quickstart/zynqmp

▪ AD9371:  https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/mykonos

▪ There is also an appendix at the end of this document which explains the process

► Note:  the SD card MUST be the prototyping (IIOLIB) software (not the TES SD card)

https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/adrv9009/quickstart/zynqmp
https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/mykonos


Install the Analog Devices Board Support Package
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MATLAB Installation

► First, upgrade to MATLAB 2018b
▪ 2018b made a lot of improvements for how to call adons.   

▪ Some hardware is only supported in MATLAB 2018b (or 
later)

▪ There’s other ways to do it with previous revs or 
MATLAB, but they are more complicated.  

▪ So it’s much easier if you can upgrade to MATLAB 2018b

► Install the LIBIIO drivers (if not done already)
▪ https://github.com/analogdevicesinc/libiio/releases

▪ These should already be on your computer (if you can 
run IIOscope, these are on your computer)

► Download the latest Board Support Package (BSP) 
here:

▪ https://github.com/analogdevicesinc/MathWorks_tools/releases

▪ This will give you the latest version. 
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https://github.com/analogdevicesinc/libiio/releases
https://github.com/analogdevicesinc/MathWorks_tools/releases


MATLAB Installation

► FIRST, open MATLAB as either:

▪ “Run as administrator” or

▪ “Run Elevated”

▪ For ADI machines, use “Run Elevated”

► THEN, go to MATLAB→Add-Ons→Get Add-
Ons

▪ Search for “Communications Toolbox Support 
Package for Xilinx Zynq-Based Radio”

▪ Install that add on (it will take several minutes)

▪ This might fail if you didn’t “Run Elevated”

► Finally, double click on Analog Devices BSP 
file that you downloaded earlier

▪ BSP installation will automatically begin
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MATLAB Installation

► After installing the Analog Devices BSP, 

please take a look through the 

documentation.  

▪ There’s great (and up to date) stuff in there!

▪ You can find that documentation again by 

going to Add-Ons→Manage Add-Ons→
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MATLAB Installation

► Now test your installation by going to a MATLAB prompt and typing

▪ help adi

► You should see the BSP that you just installed and some other helpful resources

▪ If you don’t then you did not install the Analog Devices Board Support Package!
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Streaming with Simulink
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Streaming with Simulink:  Setup

► You can access the eval boards with MATLAB (script) or 

Simulink

▪ Most algorithm development experts prefer MATLAB, and it has 

many advantages.

▪ However, Simulink is fine to get started or for simple setups

► Start Simulink by typing:

▪ simulink

▪ Select Blank Model to start with a clean schematic

▪ Double click anywhere on that white space and start typing 

“system”

▪ Then select the “MATLAB System” block when it appears
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Streaming with Simulink:  Setup Receive Channels

► Double click on that MATLAB System block

► Name the system object

▪ The system object name follows the format:
adi.<Part or Board Name>.<Tx or Rx>

▪ For example, an ADRV9009 receive block is:
adi.ADRV9009.Rx

▪ Note:  capitalization matters!

▪ Pressing OK magically transforms it into a ADRV9009 Rx block!
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Streaming with Simulink:  Setup Receive Channels

► Now double click on that block to reveal its properties

► Change the remote host URI to the static IP address that you gave your eval board (or see the 

resources mentioned earlier if you haven’t done this yet!)
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Streaming with Simulink:  Setup Receive Channels

► Double click on a blank canvas spot and type “spectrum”

► Select the “Spectrum Analyzer” block

► The output is in ADC codes, scale it to give something meaningful for the gain you are at.  

▪ In this example, I just divide by 2^15

► Connect that to the ADRV9009 Rx chan1 port
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Streaming with Simulink:  Setup Transmitter with FPGA DDS Source

► Now add a Transmitter block

▪ Start with a MATLAB System block

▪ Then rename to adi.ADRV9009.Tx

► Double click on the Tx block to configure

▪ Make the changes in highlighted yellow

▪ Change the IP address

▪ I’ve also set it to use the FPGA’s DDS to 

generate a single 10MHz tone

▪ You could instead leave the Data Source at “DMA” 

and then connect a MATLAB signal source to the 

Tx input.  
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Streaming with Simulink:  Run the Loopback DDS Example

► On your TRx Eval board:

▪ Use an SMA cable to connect Tx1 to Rx1

► In MATLAB, press the “Play” button

► You should see a tone at 10 MHz
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Streaming with Simulink: Setup Transmitter with Simulink Source

► Of course, we also use a Simulink Block to 

generate the transmit tones (not the FPGA)

► For this, we switch the Tx block back to 

Data Source = “DMA”

► Then connect a DSP Sine source to Tx

▪ Amplitude is in ADC codes (up to 2^15-1)

▪ Sample time is the inverse of the DAC rate

▪ Samples per frame is best set to a multiple of 

sample rate.  And <1e6.  

► Play yields a similar spectrum:  
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Streaming with Simulink:  Troubleshooting

► If you don’t have an eval board 

configured with the correct IP address, 

you might see an error like:
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► If some scopes are not working then you may 

need to change some configuration parameters

▪ Go to Simulation→Model Configuration Parameters

▪ Set Type to “Fixed Step”

▪ Set Solver to “Discrete”



Streaming with MATLAB
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Streaming with MATLAB

► The same Board Support Package we called from Simulink can be called from MATLAB

► Once again, refer to this site for the latest info:

▪ https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/MATLAB_bsp

► In MATLAB, type “doc adi” to get examples

► Using that help file, we can see how to create a receive object.  Let’s do that now!

▪ rx = adi.ADRV9009.Rx
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https://wiki.analog.com/resources/eval/user-guides/MATLAB_bsp


Streaming with MATLAB

► Then change the IP address on the rx object we created:

▪ rx.uri = 'ip:192.168.1.21'
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Streaming with MATLAB

► There are a couple of ways to get a buffer of received data from our object:

▪ rx()

or

▪ rx.step()

► Running either of those commands (without the semicolon) will produce a long list of complex data
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Streaming with MATLAB

► To receive both channels of Rx data:

▪ First, enable all 4 ADCs (Rx1 I and Q, and Rx2 I and Q):

▪ rx.channelCount = 4;

▪ [data0, data1] = rx();
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Streaming with MATLAB:  Loopback Example

► Loop back example:

▪ Let’s connect Tx1 to Rx1, then generate some Tx1 data, receive the data on Rx1, and plot it.  

► So first connect Tx1 to Rx1 with an SMA cable

► Then, generate a Tx object:
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Streaming with MATLAB:  Loopback DDS Example

► Configure the FPGA to generate a 10 MHz tone:
▪ tx.DataSource = 'DDS';

▪ tx.DDSFrequencies = [10e6, 1e6, 10e6, 1e6; 1e6, 1e6, 1e6, 1e6];

▪ tx.DDSScales = [1, 0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0, 0];

▪ tx.DDSPhases = [90000, 0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0, 0];

► Connect an SMA cable from Tx1 to Rx1

► Transmit the data:
▪ tx.AttenuationChannel0 = -10;

▪ tx();

► Section 5.2 of “Software-Defined Radio for Engineers”, shows how to plot this data:
▪ https://www.analog.com/media/en/training-seminars/design-handbooks/Software-Defined-Radio-for-Engineers-2018/SDR4Engineers.pdf#page=208

▪ sa = dsp.SpectrumAnalyzer;

▪ sa.SampleRate = 245.76e6;

▪ sa(rx());
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Streaming with MATLAB:  Loopback with MATLAB Source Example

► Once again, follow the examples of Section 5.2 of “Software-Defined Radio for Engineers”:
▪ https://www.analog.com/media/en/training-seminars/design-handbooks/Software-Defined-Radio-for-Engineers-2018/SDR4Engineers.pdf#page=208

► Excellent examples also found here:
▪ https://github.com/analogdevicesinc/MathWorks_tools/tree/master/test

► Change Tx source to DMA and create a sine wave:
▪ tx.DataSource = 'DMA';

▪ amplitude = 2^15;  frequency = 14e6;

▪ swv1 = dsp.SineWave(amplitude, frequency);

▪ swv1.ComplexOutput = true;

▪ swv1.SamplesPerFrame = 2^20;

▪ swv1.SampleRate = 245.76e6;

► Connect an SMA cable from Tx1 to Rx1

► Transmit the data:
▪ tx.AttenuationChannel0 = -10;

▪ tx(swv1());

► Plot the output:
▪ sa = dsp.SpectrumAnalyzer;

▪ sa.SampleRate = 245.76e6;

▪ sa(rx());
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https://www.analog.com/media/en/training-seminars/design-handbooks/Software-Defined-Radio-for-Engineers-2018/SDR4Engineers.pdf#page=208
https://github.com/analogdevicesinc/MathWorks_tools/tree/master/test


Streaming with MATLAB or Simulink:  Troubleshooting

► If the link between the board is broken 

or reset without MATLAB’s knowledge 

you can get errors like:
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► You can try:

► Otherwise restart MATLAB and 

restart the board
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Installing Command Line GIT for MATLAB

► Many good things are found in ADI’s github repository!  

► You can download the files individual and run from a folder, or use command line git

▪ Download command line git here:  https://gitforwindows.org/

► Then right click on a blank space in “Current Folder” explorer, and select Source Control→Manage

Files

https://gitforwindows.org/


EVM Example in MATLAB
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EVM Example in MATLAB

► Example courtesy of Dr. Travis Collins

► The scripts for this example are found here:

▪ https://github.com/analogdevicesinc/MathWorks_tools/tree/adrv9009-lte-

demo/hil_models/LTE_MATLAB_ADRV9009

► Download and from that folder, run:

▪ demo('ip:192.168.1.21')
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https://github.com/analogdevicesinc/MathWorks_tools/tree/adrv9009-lte-demo/hil_models/LTE_MATLAB_ADRV9009


Support and Feature Expansion

► If something is broken, you have an enhancement request for a device, or you have a question 

about these interfaces please email or ask on EngineerZone: 

▪ Travis Collins travis.collins@analog.com

▪ EZ: https://ez.analog.com/linux-device-drivers/linux-software-drivers
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mailto:travis.collins@analog.com
https://ez.analog.com/linux-device-drivers/linux-software-drivers


Appendix 1:  Setup the Hardware
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► Need to have:

▪ SD Card in place

▪ Ethernet cable between laptop & FPGA board

▪ USB cable between UART and laptop (J83 on ZCU102)

▪ Power cable connected

▪ SDR board in the correct HPC slot:

▪ AD9371 (or FMCOMMSx or DAQ2) board goes in slot 0

▪ ADRV9009 board goes in HPC slot 1 (closest to SD card)

▪ 30.72 MHz reference clock connected to SDR board

▪ (see next slide for some options on this)

► Don’t bother with HDMI or display port connections.  They don’t seem to work on the ZCU102

► DIP switches at SW6 need to be UP DN DN DN (up is toward SD card, DN is away from SD 

card)

ZCU102 Hardware Setup



► Need to have:

▪ SD Card in place

▪ Ethernet cable between laptop & FPGA board

▪ USB cable between UART and laptop (J21 on ZC706)

▪ Power cable connected

▪ SDR board in the correct HPC slot:

▪ AD936x (i.e. FMCOMMSx) board goes in J5 (LPC) (closest 

to SD card)

▪ AD9371 and ADRV9009 goes in J37 (HPC) (closest to 

ethernet)

▪ 30.72 MHz reference clock connected to SDR board

▪ (see next slide for some options on this)

► DIP switches at SW11 need to be:

ZYNQ3 (and ZC706) Hardware Setup



▪ There are two ways to use the ZYNQ3 and ZC706 

boards:

1.  With an HDMI Monitor Connected.

▪ Connect an HDMI Monitor to P1

▪ Then use a USB micro to USB OTG adapter on J2.  Such as:
▪ https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00LTHBCNM/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1

▪ Connect a USB Keyboard and Mouse to the USB OTG adapter

▪ Now, the FPGA board is your computer and you can interact 

directly with the Linux Software installed on the FPGA.

2. Control via your Laptop.

▪ We’ll use the UART to assign an IP address to the FPGA board, 

then open IIOscope on a laptop, add that IP address, and control 

the radio board from IIOscope on the laptop.  

▪ The rest of this document explains this procedure.

ZYNQ3 (and ZC706) Hardware Setup

OR

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00LTHBCNM/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_title?ie=UTF8&psc=1


► The ADRV900x boards REQUIRE a reference clock (and AD9371 boards will complain if they don’t 

get one).

▪ 30.72 MHz is the default value, but this could be changed (i.e. 61.44MHz) if required.

► A signal source works great, of course.

► But an easier solution is the Crystek CPRO33-30.72 SMA oscillator.

► These are not expensive, but they are hard to find, so here’s the part’s list for that option:
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SMA 30.72 MHz clock source for the AD9371 and ADRV9008/9 boards:

Oscillator CPRO33-30.72 https://www.digikey.com/products/en?keywords=CPRO33-30.72

SMA to barrel adapter https://www.digikey.com/products/en?keywords=CCADP-MM-6

3.3V power wall wart 2.1/5.5mm barrel https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/kaga-electronics-usa/KTPS05-03315U-VI-P1/62-1234-ND/5820199

SDR Board Reference Clock Options

https://www.digikey.com/products/en?keywords=CPRO33-30.72
https://www.digikey.com/products/en?keywords=CCADP-MM-6
https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/kaga-electronics-usa/KTPS05-03315U-VI-P1/62-1234-ND/5820199


Set a Static IP Address
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Set a Static IP Address (1)
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1. Set up LAN laptop settings for communications. 

a) Start, Control Panel,

b) Network and Internet 



Set a Static IP Address (2)
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c)    Network and Sharing Center

d)  Change adapter settings  



Set a Static IP Address (3)
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e)    Local Area Connection or Ethernet

f)       Properties



Set a Static IP Address (4)
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g)    Internet Protocol Version 4 (double-click)

f)       Use the following…



Set a Static IP Address (5)
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g)    Fill in IP Address, Preferred DNS, Alternate DNS with values shown

f) Subnet fills in automatic

g) OK, OK

IMPORTANT – Change back to OBTAIN…AUTOMATICALLY  when done



Connect Via Terminal Program (i.e. Putty or TeraTerm)
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Connecting to the FPGA Board

Power Up FPGA Board

▪ Open Device Manager & find USB to UART 

Bridge “Interface 0”

▪ You may need to download and install the CP2108 

drivers from Silicon labs

▪ Open PuTTY and use Serial Link to connect to 

that COM port.  Baud rate will be 115200.



Connecting to the FPGA Board

► When board is finished booting, you should see this, ending with the “root@analog:~#” cmd prompt

▪ You may have to hit return a few times to get the command prompt



Setting IP address of FPGA Board

► From PuTTY window, configure the board for a static IP address by typing 
enable_static_ip.sh 192.168.1.21

▪ The “1.21” ending could really be anything that doesn’t conflict with something else already connected

► To check ip address, type ifconfig

▪ You should get back a bunch of info confirming the inet6 addr

► To change ip address (if necessary), type ifconfig eth0 192.168.1.10

► To verify the TRx cards connected, type iio_attr –a –d



Ensure that your laptop can talk to that address

► Open Command prompt & ping the address.

► If no response:

▪ check IP address of your laptop (see “Set Static IP Address” instructions above)



Shutdown and Troubleshooting
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Safely Shutdown

► To shutdown gracefully (i.e. not corrupt the SD card):

▪ sudo shutdown –h now command from PUTTY 

► Troubleshooting:

▪ If unable to see devices in iio-oscilloscope, you could have the wrong HPC spot

▪ If unable to boot and FPGA board and you see some red LEDs?  Likely a bad SD card or SW06 in wrong position.

▪ If unable to boot past first stage boot loader?  Likely a bad SD card

▪ If unable to connect from laptop, check the network config (see above section on configuring a static IP)



Command Summary

► Terminal Commands:
▪ enable_static_ip.sh 192.168.1.21

▪ Sets IP address (to 192.168.1.21)

▪ ifconfig

▪ Check’s IP address

▪ ifconfig eth0 192.168.1.10

▪ Changes IP address (to 192.168.1.10 in this example)

▪ iio_attr –a –d

▪ See what devices are connected

▪ sudo shutdown –h now

▪ Safely shutdown the FPGA

► Matlab Receive Commands:
▪ rx = adi.ADRV9009.Rx

▪ rx.uri = 'ip:192.168.1.21’

▪ rx.channelCount = 4

▪ [data0, data1] = rx();


